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Modals of Ability in Present 
Here are George’s abilities in the present. Write down his abilities from the clues. 

eg. awesome presentations / make  
He can make awesome presentations. 
 

1.  play / very well / squash   
………………………………………………………………….…… 

2. not do / karate. 
………………………………………………………………….….. 

3. three languages / speak / fluently 
….……………………………………………………………..….. 

4. not write / poem  / nice / a 
….………………………………………………………………….. 

5. do / researches / meticulous 
………………………………………………………………….….. 

       
 

                     Modals of Ability in Past 
Here are Susan’s abilities in the past. Write down her abilities from the clues. 
 

eg. when she was six years old / tidy / room / her 
      She could tidy her room when she was six years old. 
 

1. play / when she was 10 years old / the guitar  
………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. not run  / fast / when she was in school 
………………………………………………………………….……………….…. 

3. ten years ago / not talk / with English clients  
….………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. not speak / until she was three years old. 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. not finish / yesterday / her report  
….…………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Modals of Ability in Present 
Here are George’s abilities in the present. Write down his abilities from the clues. 

eg. awesome presentations /make 
He can make awesome presentations. 
 

1.  play / very well / squash   
……He can play squash very well………………….…… 

2. not do / karate 
……He can’t do karate………………….………..…….….. 

3. three languages / speak / fluently 
….…He can speak three languages fluently…….. 

4. not write / poem  / nice / a 
….…He can’t write a nice poem….………………….. 

5. do / researches / meticulous 
……He can do meticulous researches……….….. 

       
 

                     Modals of Ability in Past 
Here are Susan’s abilities in the past. Write down her abilities from the clues. 
 

eg. when she was six years old / tidy / room / her 
      She could tidy her room when she was six years old. 
 

1. play / when she was 10 years old / the guitar  
……She could play the guitar when she was six years old…. 

2. not run  / fast / when she was in school 
……She couldn’t run fast when she was in school.…. 

3. ten years ago / not talk / with English clients  
….She couldn’t talk with English clients ten years ago…….. 

4. not speak / until she was three years old. 
……She couldn’t speak until she was three years old…….. 

5. not finish / yesterday / her report  
….…She couldn’t finish her report yesterday……………….. 

 
 


